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To make a prairie it takes a clover and one bee,
One clover, and a bee.
And revery.
The revery alone will do,
If bees are few.

E.Dickinson (1779)

With a disarming, almost childlike simplicity, these few lines refer to the relationship between the 
creative moment and the space around us. They deal with the dubleness of the landscape, understood as
a real space and as well as the perception and interpretation of it. Two symbols are enough to create a 
prairie, even though contemplation, imagination, representation and dream can suffice, if one of these 
symbol fails. 
But one would not exist without the other: the landscape is also the result of historical and literary 
reminiscences, it is our memory, it is our perception and interpretation of it. At the same time the 
tangible landscape is necessarily a starting point, a pretext, an opportunity to reflect, to imagine, to 
create. 
What makes a prairie is the revery, and what makes a revery is the prairie.
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Through a practice made up of constant corrections, Veronica researches the complexity of the landscape and the 
processes which determine it, depicting scenery that addresses ambiguous and often undefinable places. She’s not 
seeking a game of resemblances, but rather an active dialogue with an image whilst working on it. This method 
refers to the moment of creation, the present, offering insight upon the subject; it defines itself gradually (an act 
“that while doing, invents the way of  doing” L.Pareyson) creating a procedural tension that incessantly goes 
between compliance and domination. In this way she creates work – from painting to collage, frottage to 
installation – with the aim of rendering visible what is superficially or secretly perceived, and addressing the 
landscape in its totality.
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In Gottardi’s research the pictorial surface is a place of exploration. Influenced by the digital graphics of video 
games and by a childhood spent in the woods surrounding his birthplace, his approach to painting has a 
transversal continuity with the explorations of his past.
The representation of an imaginary nature sometimes meticulously described almost as if it were a botanical 
study, coexists with the two-dimensional representation of other floral elements present, giving a potential sense 
of suspension between fictional and real to the images, which through shapes and rhythm they aim to create 
tension between the contents.
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Containers of dreams, of childhood reminiscences, in which appears quite often sinuous lines, Johanna Grivel’s 
sculptures oscillate. They shape strange little scenes, draw a fictional landscape. Her ceramics are seen as elements 
of a playfull and tactile composition. Composition where we should be able to dwell on the details, where our 
gaze can drag on it. At the same time outlets and supports of storytelling, Johanna Grivel delivers metaphors of 
affect.
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His work is based on a study on poetry and language, in the attempt to translate those one into visual objects. 
His natural restlessness brings him to realize an heterogeneous body of works, that he organizes into diverse 
projects. In his artworks objects, sentences, drawings and images are in a continuous tension between hiding and 
revealing, creating as he says “the necessary incidents to build a poem”. In many of his projects Mirabella makes 
use of other people’s culture, imaginary and practices in order to push the orders of communication between him
and them, creating artworks out of this conflict. 
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Edouard likes to consider identity as something that is constantly moving and changing, as Hermann Hesse ex-
presses in his book Steppenwolf, we are an ever-changing multiplicity. But identity is also built by what surrounds
us, what interacts with us and observes us in our daily life. Each action of our life leads us to a series of encoun-
ters with objects, subjects and spaces. These encounters, even if unconsciously, make us adapt, react, interact and 
apprehend.
How do we shape our environment? How do we interact with it? How does it oblige us to adapt to it?  These are 
recurring interests and questions in his work.
Therefor his artistic practice is often related to particular contexts, with different geographical, sociological or his-
torical realities. These confrontations with different subjects and contexts lead him to reconsider the process of 
making, and as a result, his work is often multidisciplinary.
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